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Biology of Graft Incorporation
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Abstract
In order to achieve good long-term results after anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction, appropriate graft-to-bone healing is
essential. The ACL graft is most vulnerable to re-injury during the early post-reconstruction phase. This is due to the decrease in
biomechanical properties that occurs throughout the remodeling and graft-to-bone healing process. These processes are highly dependent
on the biological and mechanical environment of the knee. The majority of the evidence regarding graft-to-bone healing is based on animal
research. However, radiographic and histologic studies in humans reveal a slow incorporation process, which must be respected in postoperative rehabilitation planning. Significant differences between the healing behavior of soft tissue and bone-tendon-bone grafts, as well as
between auto- and allografts have been identified. While tendon-to-bone healing occurs with dense fibrous tissue, bone blocks become
incorporated into the surrounding tunnels via primary bone healing. Consequently, bone-tendon-bone grafts reveal a different microscopic
appearance and slightly faster tunnel incorporation than soft tissue grafts. In anatomic ACL reconstruction, postoperative rehabilitation
protocols should be tailored to allow optimum graft-to-bone healing, thereby minimizing tunnel enlargement and risk of graft failure.
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Introduction
The bony insertion of the anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) is comprised of four
distinct zones: ligamentous tissue, noncalcified fibrocartilage, calcified
fibrocartilage, and bone. This “enthesis” is
responsible for effectively transmitting the
forces from the elastic ligament to the stiff
bone. Despite its well organized structure,
the enthesis has limited vascularity and
thereby poor healing capacity(16, 40). As a
result, primary repair of a torn ACL has
been shown to be ineffective in restoring
knee kinematics and stability, and
reconstruction of the ligament (with
autogenous or allogenous tissue) has
become the standard of care. Although the
outcomes following ACL reconstruction are
generally good, there remains a 7-10 %
overall re-rupture rate which warrants
further evaluation(11). Technical errors
(most frequently malposition of the femoral

tunnel) are the most common cause of graft
failure(18). However, 3 - 27% of ACL reruptures are considered “biologic” graft
failures, which occur due to inappropriate
graft ligamentization and inadequate graftto-bone tunnel healing(18).
In the early post-operative phase, the
primary strength of an ACL graft is afforded
by the means of femoral and tibial fixation.
However, long-term stability and the
ultimate success of ACL reconstruction are
dependent mainly on the secondary
mechanical properties of the graft – instilled
through the remodeling and graft-to-bone
incorporation processes28. The purpose of
this review is to discuss the important
aspects of graft-to-bone healing and
highlight their clinical relevance in anatomic
ACL reconstruction.
The four stages of graft incorporation
Analogous to the intra-articular graft

remodeling process, graft-to-bone healing
can be subdivided into four stages: 1)
inflammatory phase, 2) proliferative phase,
3) matrix synthesis, and 4) matrix
remodeling(16). The similarity ends there,
however, as each stage is distinctly different
between the two processes. During the
initial inflammatory response, the ACL graft
undergoes partial necrosis. This stimulates
the release of a cocktail of growth factors,
which induce the proliferative phase and
promote neovascularization and nerve
ingrowth. The matrix synthesis and
remodeling phases result in bone or collagen
fiber formation at the bone-tendon-bone
(BTB) and soft tissue graft-tunnel interface,
respectively(6, 16, 28, 39). This complex
process is affected by a variety of biologic
and technical factors. Of the technical – and
thereby controllable – factors, graft type and
tunnel position are likely the most
important(5, 37).
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Figure 1: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of a left knee of a 21-years old male patient one year after
ACL reconstruction with an autologous quadriceps tendon grafts. A) Coronal T2-weighted coronal
image with the arrow indicating the fibrous interface between the soft tissue graft and the bone tunnel. B)
T1-weighted coronal cut with a homogenous intra-tunnel portion of the graft (arrow). C) T1-weighted
sagittal image. At the distal part of the tibial bone tunnel the interference screw is visible. The arrow
proximal to the interference screw highlights the fibrous interface in the anterior part of the bone tunnel.

The influence of different graft types
Animal studies
In general, both the ACL graft remodeling
and incorporation processes are different
and faster in animals compared to humans.
Therefore, histologic and biomechanical
data from animal studies cannot be directly
transferred to humans and must be
interpreted in the appropriate context.
Soft tissue graft incorporation
Incorporation of soft tissue ACL grafts
begins with the development of granulation
tissue and perpendicular collagen (Sharpeylike) fibers at the tendon-bone interface.
This process usually occurs during the first
3-4 weeks. The granulation tissue
surrounding the graft expresses high levels
of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) and basic fibroblast growth factor
(b-FGF), which leads to an increase in the
amount of fibroblasts and blood vessels(14,
23). This rudimentary scar tissue is
characterized by loose and poorly organized
collagen types I, II, and III fibers. Over time,
the amount of type II collagen decreases,
and the remaining type I and III fibers
become more dense and organized(14, 16,
26, 33).
The biology of the later stages of graft
incorporation is less consistently reported in
the literature. Some authors suggest that the
graft becomes incorporated into the tunnel
by woven bone as early as six weeks(19),
while others have shown that dense collagen
fibers predominate at the interface during
this time33. The majority of the studies
agree that bony ingrowth begins between 6-

Bone-tendon-bone graft incorporation
Bone-to-bone healing is a different and
much faster process than tendon-to-bone
healing. During the first four weeks,
granulation tissue develops at the bone
graft-tunnel interface, and partial necrosis of
the bone block occurs due to increased
osteoclast activity(23, 33). Unlike soft
tissue graft incorporation, only a small
amount of fibrous tissue is formed(23).
Studies have shown that BTB ACL grafts are
at least partially incorporated into the
tunnels after only 6 weeks(19, 23, 33). At 24
weeks, a fibrocartilaginous ligament-like
insertion develops at the tunnel aperture,
and by 6 months the graft is completely
incorporated into the surrounding
bone(38,19, 29).

8 weeks(19, 23, 26). However, despite the
formation of distinct cartilaginous (type-II
collagen) tissue at the graft-tunnel interface,
no direct insertion of fibrocartilaginous
Allograft incorporation
tissue is present at this time. Furthermore,
The intra-articular remodeling as well as the
the expression of VEGF, b-FGF, and
graft incorporation processes are much
collagen types II and III remains similar to
slower in allografts compared to
the earlier stages of the incorporation
autografts(3). Harris et al. investigated the
process(13, 15, 26). At 12 weeks, a calcified
graft-to-bone
incorporation of BTB
cartilage zone similar to the native ACL
allografts
in
goats.
At 18 weeks following
insertion can be observed at the intrasurgery, they found no evidence of bony
articular tunnel aperture(19). This was
incorporation and only a connective tissue
demonstrated by Weiler et al., who showed
interface at the graft-tunnel junction. Not
that a mature fibrocartilaginous tendon-tountil 36 weeks did the bone blocks become
bone junction was present at 12 weeks in an
fully incorporated(9).
interference-fit fixation study(29, 35).
Others have disputed these findings,
Biomechanical consequences of graft
suggesting instead that the
incorporation
and remodeling
fibrocartilaginous tissue becomes more
Several studies have shown that the
dense leading to bone tunnel sclerosis(33).
biomechanical properties of ACL grafts
The late stages of soft tissue graft
decrease steadily during the first few months
incorporation are characterized by a
following reconstruction(19). It is well
decrease in cartilage metaplasia and
resultant bony ingrowth (26). At
six months following ACL
reconstruction, significant
ossification and formation of a four
phase insertion can be observed at
the graft-bone interface(19,35).
This process continues along the
length of the tunnel well beyond
one year post-operatively. In a
sheep model, Hunt et al.
demonstrated that the intra-tunnel
portion of the soft tissue ACL graft Figure 2: Sagittal and coronal computed tomography image of
a left knee of a patient six months after ACL reconstruction
loses its tendinous structure and
with an aoutologous quadriceps tendon with a patellar bone
begins to show evidence of bony
block in the femoral tunnel. The bone block is partially
ingrowth at 2 years following
integrated in the surrounding bone (arrow). The bone tunnel is
reconstruction(10).
surrounded by a thin sclerotic wall (arrow).
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The evidence surrounding graft-to-bone
healing in humans is limited to a few case
series, and therefore it is difficult to draw
definitive conclusion from the data.
Nevertheless, it is important to consider
some of the key differences observed in
human patients.

Figure 3: T2-weighted MRI of a left knee of a
patients four years following ACL revision
with soft tissue allograft and a bony reaction
with consecutive tibial bone tunnel widening
due to a fixation device. The graft in the bone
tunnel is not homogenous and surrounded by
irregular fibrous tissue. At the proximal part of
the bone tunnel an evident synovial influx is
visible.

documented that the intra-articular portion
of the graft undergoes a distinct remodeling
process that results in an initial decrease in
strength and load to failure. However, the
graft-to-bone incorporation must also be
considered as a contributing factor to the
overall decrease in the biomechanical
properties seen in the early stages of graft
healing.
In a canine model, the load to failure at
three weeks following surgery was
significantly lower in soft tissue compared to
BTB grafts (p = 0.021). No significant
difference was identified at six weeks.
Interestingly, at 12 weeks, the soft tissue
grafts exhibited a higher load to failure than
the BTB grafts(33). Mayr et al. showed that
all failures occurred in the mid-substance at
six weeks and at the graft-tunnel junction at
3-6 months, regardless of graft type(19).
These findings are supported by other
studies, and suggest that intra-articular graft
remodeling is more important early on,
while graft incorporation becomes
significant at the later stages of healing(23,
33). Given that graft remodeling and
incorporation continue well beyond one
year following surgery, the biomechanical
properties correspondingly increase in this
later time frame(14, 36).
Histological findings in humans

Hamstring tendon grafts
The process of soft tissue autograft
incorporation into the surrounding bone
tunnel is through formation of woven bone,
which is penetrated by type I and III
collagen fibers(24). In the first three
months following reconstruction, the graftbone interface consists primarily of dense,
vascularized fibrous tissue surrounded by a
layer of calcified osteoid. In this early phase,
the fibrous tissue has no direct contact to
the surrounding lamellar bone(25). At 5-6
months, the graft becomes surrounded by
irregular fibrovascular granulation tissue
with some areas of woven bone. Sharpeylike fibers begin to connect the graft to the
bone, however, there is no evidence of bony
ingrowth at this time(20, 25). Histological
analyses of the graft-bone interface at 8-12
months following ACL reconstruction with
hamstring tendon autograft show a firm
attachment of the tendinous graft to the
bone in some studies, and a persistent
fibrous attachment in others(25,20). At one
year following surgery, histological analyses
show ongoing maturation of the graft-bone
interface with an increase in Sharpey-like
fibers and some evidence of peripheral bony
ingrowth(20, 25).
Bone-tendon-bone grafts
In bone-tendon-bone grafts, the four-phase
insertion of fibrocartilage can be preserved
by ensuring that the bone plug rests flush
with the intra-articular tunnel aperture. In
this instance, the BTB graft becomes
incorporated into the tunnel by direct bone
healing. When the bone plug is recessed
within the tunnel, the tendon-bone interface
becomes incorporated via
fibrocartilage(24). Ishibashi et al.
performed histological analyses on the BTB
graft-tunnel interface in patients who had
undergone primary ACL reconstruction.
Prior to one year from the time of surgery,
granulation tissue was present between the
tendinous portion of the graft and the bone

tunnel. After one year, the granulation tissue
was replaced by fibrous tissue containing
collagen fibers, but without an obvious
fibrocartilaginous insertion. The bone
block, in contrast, was completely
incorporated and could not be distinguished
from the surrounding bone by one year
postoperatively(12).
Imaging of graft incorporation
The incorporation of BTB grafts into the
surrounding bone can be readily evaluated
by computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Fig. 1,
Fig. 2). Suzuki et al. used CT scans to show
that the majority of BTB grafts were nearcompletely incorporated within the bone
tunnel by eight weeks post-operatively(31).
In contrast, the use of imaging to assess
graft-to-bone healing of soft tissue grafts is
much more demanding. A high resolution
MRI can often be helpful in visualizing the
remodelling and bone incorporation
process8. However, accurate assessment of
graft revascularization requires the use of
contrast-enhaced MRI or MR angiography.
MRI studies have shown that the
revascularization process peaks at two
months following ACL reconstruction and
then decreases steadily over time(32).
Interestingly, revascularization of BTB grafts
is significantly faster in the intra-articular
portion of the graft compared to the intratunnel segment. A recent MRI study
revealed that revascularization of the intratunnel portion of the BTB graft persists
beyond one year after surgery, suggesting
that bone-to-bone incorporation may be
slower than initially demonstrated by
histological studies(21). Similar results were
obtained when investigating the
revascularization of soft tissue
autografts(22, 27).
Clinical implications of incomplete graft
incorporation
Early return to function is a common goal
following ACL reconstruction and modern
rehabilitation protocols have been tailored
accordingly. Range of motion exercises and
gentle strengthening are important to
maintain quadriceps function and mitigate
the risk of arthrofibrosis. While femoral and
tibial fixation techniques are responsible for
maintaining graft strength in the early
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postoperative period, it is the graft
remodeling and graft-to-bone incorporation
processes that determine the long-term
stability success of an ACL reconstruction4.
An important clinical problem in graft-tobone incorporation is tunnel enlargement
(Figure 3). Although this is a multi-factorial
issue, one contributing factor is the
discrepancy of the healing process across
different segments of the bone tunnel.
Studies show that the number of osteoclasts
as well as their activity level is higher at the
intra-articular bone tunnel aperture1.
Consequently, bony ingrowth occurs
preferentially at the peripheral end of the
bone tunnel(2). This in combination with
an increased graft motion near the intraarticular tunnel aperture can result in tunnel
widening and impaired graft-to-bone
healing(26). This finding is corroborated by
a number of clinical studies(34), whereas
others found that bone tunnel widening
does not influence graft incorporation(17).

Another issue which may predispose to
tunnel enlargement is the graft bending
angle. In anatomic ACL reconstruction, a
bend develops as the graft transitions from
the intra-articular portion into the tunnel.
Particularly with soft tissue grafts, this
results in an asymmetric position of the
graft at the tunnel aperture and formation
of a gap between the graft and the tunnel
wall(7). Synovial fluid and osteoclasts can
enter this space and stimulate tunnel
widening.
Finally, the position of the bone socket
plays a critical role in the motion of the
graft within the tunnel(30). This was
demonstrated by Ekdahl et al., who showed
that bone tunnel enlargement is
significantly decreased in anatomic ACL
reconstruction compared to non-anatomic
tunnel placement. The non-anatomic
reconstructions revealed an increased
amount of osteoclasts and a decreased
amount of vascularization compared to the

anatomic reconstructions(5).

Conclusions
Successful graft-to-bone incorporation plays
an integral role in the long-term outcomes
following ACL reconstruction. Animal
studies provide some understanding of this
complex process and highlight the differences
between graft and tissue types. However, the
results of animal studies are not analogous to
human data, which reveals a distinct and
much slower incorporation process. The
available evidence suggests that anatomic
ACL reconstruction and likely a less
aggressive rehabilitation protocol are both
important variables in optimizing graft
incorporation and improving patient
outcomes.
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